Write a review of a book or television program.

One of the many plights of the avid reader is that a good book just does not last long enough. Until now.

Straight to you from Whiteley-Oxford Press comes the new, unabridged, eight-thousand page Whitely-Oxford Revised Dictionary, or WORD. A suitable read for literature-lovers worldwide, WORD has an amazingly wide vocabulary and the editor (a Mr. Richard Shonary) demonstrates a very detailed knowledge of the English language. It is divided into 26 manageable chapters, all of which have an alliterative theme.

However, for all its intelligence and educational merit, this reviewer found WORD to be rather lacking in plot. The book also had too many characters to keep track of - at first the very lovable Aardvark, then Able the Adjective, then 40,000
characters later Zulu from Zurich - which meant that although the book was lovely once long (this reviewer took fourteen weeks to finish it, and this reviewer read War and Peace in an hour and a half) by the end you weren’t really sure what was going on. WORD is a book to dip into when one is searching for a more challenging read - otherwise this reviewer suggests an alternative, maybe Harry Potter?

Isla V. Littratewer, Reviewer.